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Introduction and Guidelines to Use of the Report

The objective of this report is to explore the impact of the Canada

Land Inventory program on natural resource management and land use

planning activities in British Columbia. For the purposes of this
study, the Canada Land Inventory program comprises the comprehensive

national survey in map form of land capability for agriculture,
forestry, recreation and wildlife, as well as the associated land

classification systems and the use-oriented studies and analysis. *

It is recognized that the CLI program is reconnaissance rather than

detailed in nature and intended as a tool for planning rather than

for managing the nation's land resources. With this in mind, relevant
legislation, regulations, policies, bylaws, procedures and plans in

the areas of land use planning and natural resource management were

reviewed to the extent of the time allotted. Documents and reports
were researched and a limited number of interv'ews held with provincial,
regional and local government agencies, corporations and private interest
groups.

The report is organized mainly by "user groups". Under each user

group, a wide range of "uses" of Canada Land Inventory information is
discussed. Some examples are directly referred to or quoted from in

text. The most significant examples of Inventory information having

been utilized are appended for reference.

In many cases, indirect reliance on CLI information is extensive,
even though direct use may not be in evidence. While not necessarily
discussed in text and not forwarded as sample reference material, such

examples are listed in the bibliography.

The bibliography is listed alphabetically by author and numbered

sequentially. The bracketed number is included in text wherever the

specific reference is cited. An asterisk (*) attached to the reference

number identifies the sample material that is appended.

* for a list of publications of the Canada Land Inventory program, including
individual sector classification manual.s, see Lands Directorate,
Environment Canada Publications Catalogue, March 1980 (81).



Scope of the Report

In order to assess the extent of use or impact of CLI information

on natural resource management and land use planning in British

Columbia, a number of variables needed to be addressed. While direct
reliance upon CLI data was not always evident, the concepts and

classification systems were often recognizable, but in a changed form.

In general, the following questions were regarded as basic to the

research and evaluation process:

Who is using CLI?

(Are the main users provincial or regional and local govern-
ment ministries and agencies? Private industry and
consultants?)

What is the end product, purpose or intent of use of CLI?

(Where is the evidence of use of CLI, in legislation and
regulation? In policies, guidelines and procedures? In
inventory and analysis, planning and resource management?
Public information and education?)

What CLI information is being used?

(Which specific sectors are used and at what map scale?
Are the classification systems themselves used independently,
either in their present form or adapted, for more detailed
application? Have the concepts of "land capability" as
developed under CLI, been extrapolated to influence other.
measures of land "quality" ?)

How is CLI being used?

(At what geographic level is the use of CLI information
applied? At what point along the planning or decision making
process is it used?)

What is the impact of use of CLI?

(Frequency verses importance: Who are the most frequent
users of CLI data verses what uses have had the greatest
impact? How does impact of direct use compare with that of
indirect use?)



Use and Impact of CLI by Major User Group

Group 1.

ENVIRONMENT AND LAND USE COMMITTEE (ELUC)

ENVIRONMENT AND LAND USE COMMITTEE SECRETARIAT (ELUCS)

ENVIRONMENT AND LAND USE TECHNICAL COMMITTEE (ELUTC)

The Environment and Land Use Committee of Cabinet and these

interdisciplinary teams under its direction use all natural resource

inventory data that is available, including all CLI information. In

addition, they occasionally commission the collection of land resource

information. Most assignments emerge from attempts to resolve land

use and natural resource management interagency and interdisciplinary
conflict. At one time or another, therefore, this group has made

use of all CLI sector inventories, classification systems, capability
analysis and original soil/landform and biophysical mapping.

Example 1:

The original farmland freeze of 1972-73 under Sec. 6 of the Environ-

ment and Land Use Act made specific reference to CLI Land Capability

for Agriculture. The following. is quoted from Order-in-Council

157/1973(12).

.... AND TO RECOMMEND THAT, pursuant to section 6,
no non-agricultural development, which shall include
developing a site, changing a land use, and constructing
a building, except a building that is necessary for the
operation of a farm or a residence for persons engaged
in the operation of a farm, shall be carried out on, or
respecting,

farmlands 

"

For the purposes of this Order and Order 4483/72, 'farmland'as
defined as any land of two acres or more that was:

(a) situated in unorganized terri:tory and classified as farm-
land as that expression is defined in section 2 of the
Taxation Act; or

(b) situated in a municipality and classified as farm land
under section 332 of the Municipal Act; or



(c) designated as Class 1, 2, 3 or 4 of the classification
of soil capability for agriculture developed as part of
the Canada Land Inventory under Agricultural and Rural
Development Act (ARDA)

Worth noting also is the procedural memorandum under the signature
of the Minister responsible, with respect to the above Orders-in-

Counci 1 and addressed to all Municipal Clerks and Regional District
Secretary-Treasurers,. Approving Officers in Municipalities and

Regional Districts (38). In particular, Point 4 related the refusal
of approval or permit to CLI information, as explicitly identified
in the Orders-in-Council. The Minister also specified information

was to be collected using the CLI classification system. To quote

from Miscellaneous guestions, Point 6(d),

"Where there are no maps showing Canada Land Inventory soil
capability classification for agriculture, officials considering
the issuance of certificates under the Order should contact
the nearest office of the Department of Agriculture and obtain
the soil capability classification of the land in question."

This, of course, was a most onerous task for regional staff of the

Ministry of Agriculture in those few areas of the province affected by

the Orders, but not covered by the CLI mapping program. This only served

to demonstrate how difficult the task of administering OIC 157/73 would

have been, had CLI information not been available.

When the Land Commission was passed in.1973, the Agricultural Land

Reserve provincial zoning was rapidly put in place and, by the end of

1974, the OIC freeze had been replaced by the ALR's in most areas of

the province. (see further discussion under Agricultural Land Commission) ~

Example 2:

In, An Overview Study:Columbia Windermere Lakes Area, 1978, (30), the

Environment and Land Use Committee Secretariat presented information

on land use and interaction among various land users, as a basis for

regional development planning and associated resource management. All

CLI information, including land capability analysis and grandchild



derivatives of CLI classifications, were used as base data. Subsequent

to the completion of this study, a development moratorium, Order-In-

Counci 1 1916/1979 (ll), was passed under the Environment and Land Use

Act.

Example 3:

The Guidelines for Coal Development 1976 (*26) and Guidelines for Linear

Development, 1977 (27) are provincial procedures for proponents to follow

in preparing coal development plans or linear development routes for

provincial agency and Cabinet approval. Prepared by the ELUCS, both

guidelines imply and refer to use of CLI information, particularly at
the Stage 1 Preliminary Assessment and Route Selection stages, respectively.

Example 4:

The Springbrook Project:An Approach to Evaluating Multiple Resource

Use Alternatives, 1975 (99), which was coordinated by the ELUCS, is an

example of a trade-off analysis of integrated resource management options,

using biophysical information and derivatives of the CLI information,

superimposed with economic criteria. To quote from the Conclusion section

of the report:

"It is worth pointing out that the unit contains fCL~J Class
2 winter range and cattle range and [CLI] Class 5 forest values,
yet it is certainly not clear through economic analysis that the
timber should be sacrificed in favour of wildlife. Thus,
decisions based on the direct comparison of bio-physical class
type rankings may not lead to maximum net benefits to society."
p. 31.

Example 5:

The Management of Coastal Resources in British Columbia, 1978 (74),

prepared by the Coastal Zone Resource Subcommittee for the B.C. Land

Resources Steering Commitee, is an intergovernmental team effort that
outlines existing legislation, regulations, policies and procedures,

as they apply to the coastal zone. CLI is one source of overview, small

scale information referred to in the document.



Example 6:

The Howe Sound Overview Study, 1980, (32) was carried out by the

Environment and Land. Use Committee Secretariat at the di rection of

ELUC. The study focused on "the operational definition of problems

and conflicts that give rise to the need for management, and on the

identification of the type of management and planning required for
Howe Sound, rather than on the actual preparation of detailed policies
and plans which would normally follow from such an overview." (p. 2).

CLI information, particularly recreation, forestry and wildlife, were

important base inforriiation sources, which were supplemented by more

detailed and other types of land and water resource information for

the purposes of the study.

Group 2.

a) AGRICULTURAL LAND COMMISSION (ALC)

b) AGRICULTURAL DIVISION, B.C. ASSESSMENT AUTHORITY

c) SELECT STANDING COMMITTEE ON AGRICULTURE (SSCA)

,d) MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE AND FOOD

e) LANDS DIRECTORATE, ENVIRONMENT CANADA

This user group is oriented primarily toward using CLI land capability
for agriculture information. In terms of frequency of use, this sector
is likely the most widely used of all CLI information. The reason for

this may be partly in response to the growing national concern for our

rapidly diminishing agricultural land resource. Specifically in

British Columbia, the increased usage of CLI agriculture capability
information over the past decade is likely directly related to the

higher profile of this concern created by the agri culture land preser-

.vation legislation.

(2) The Agricultural Land Commission

The ALC uses the land capability for agriculture mapping and classification
system extensively, although neither the legislation itself nor its



regulations (5) make specific reference to CLI. The Agricultural
Land Reserves were originally established using the CLI 1:50,000

agriculture capability mapping information, and the application adminis-

tration under the legislation as well as the current ALP, boundary fine
tuning program continue to depend upon the classification. Where

necessary, more detailed capability mapping is carried out, either
for individual properties or for fairly extensive study areas.

In addition, during the earlier years,.when the Commission had respon-

sibilities for greenbelt and parklands, considerable use was made of

recreation and wildlife sector maps for overview purposes.

Example 1:

Reference documents that record use of CLI information as part of the

provincial farmland preservation program are numerous. In a press
release of early 1973, titled "B AC. Land Inventory Naps and Farmland

Preservation Policy." (*20), the Ninister of Agriculture stated:

"To fill the immediate (need/, manuscript agricultural
capability maps have already been suppl-ied to three hundred
municipal, regional and provincial 'district offices. These
offices and the maps are open to the public .... All
existing BCLI maps will be available for distribution shortly.
The distribution will be by date of receipt of the request.
The B.C. Land Inventory staff are currently fully engaged in
distributing agriculture, forestry, recreation and wildlife
capability maps to the three hundred government offices.
Until this prior request has been filled, any new requests
from government agencies, or the general public will be held."

A 1973 memo from the Director, Development and Extension, Re: Farmland

Preservation Policy (*19), outlined to all District Agriculturists and

Horticulturists their role as agricultural professsionals in the field:

"As you know final word regarding approval or disapproval of
subdivision plans or changing land use applications is the
responsibility of an approving officer in a municipality or
of an approving officer in the Department of Highways for
unorganized territories and along major highways. It is our
responsibility to provide these offices, when asked with advice



as to whether or not lands which are not assessed as farmlands
under the Taxation or Municipal Acts, have a soi 1 capability
for agriculture of 1, 2, 3 or 4 in accordance with the Canada
Land Inventory."

The Senior Approving Officer, Department of Highways, in a procedural

memo to Regional Approving Officers (*21) stated:

"In late 1972 following publicity on the subject of farmland
preservation, some persons took the opportunity to have
farmland assessment removed from parcels of their land. If
this has been done and the soil is not Agriculture 1 — 4 of
CLI it is not farmland as defined."

Example 2:

Although accuracy was often a problem — and even more often questioned—

because of thi.s perhaps inappropriate "large scale" use of an essentially

"small scale" inventory, the CLI information was critical in iuplementing

the farmland preservation program. The Land Commission in its publica-

tion, Keeping Options Open, 1975 (*37), describes the procedure through

which the Agricultural Land Reserves were established, using the CLI

data base:

"First, the twenty-eight Regional Districts of the Province,
which include 139 municipalities, were requested to prepared
Agricultural Land Reserve Plans for their regions, keeping in
mind the intent of the Act and considering local needs and

problems. To assist the regional governments, the B.C. Department
of Agriculture provided 'suggested ALR maps'ased on Canada

Land Inventory and other relevant data ...

The procedure continued through regional information meetings and public

hearings; to review of and recommended changes to the plans by the Land

Commission; to approval by Cabinet; and finally to official "designation"

as Agricultural Land Reserves by the Land Commission.

Example 3:

One of the best summaries of the use and the complications encountered

by such use of CLI information in implementing B.C.'s farmland preservation

policy is presented in Ill Fares the Land, 1976 (104). With reference

to establishing the ALR boundary:
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"Deviation from the basic capability guidelines occurred
under certain conditions. Lower capability lands, Classes
5 and 6, were included where it was reasonable to believe
that such land could be effectively used in conjunction
with Class 1 to 4 land." (p. 24).

'Even some areas of Class 7 lands were included. These
were typically small outcroppings of rock, gul-lies or
escarpments which formed very much a natural part of the
agricultural landscape. These Class 7 lands were always
included where the available scale of mapping did not
permit any meaningful exclusion." (p. 25).

and with specific reference to the "justification" of using CLI:

"The use of the Canada Land Inventory is cl.early viable. It
could be adopted readily by every other province since the
technical information is already at hand. I. is true the
inventory has weaknesses, for example in the grazing cate-
gories and in the very special climatic areas that are
necessary for fruit production, but just as in the case
of the 'broad brush plan't is enough to start with the
inventory we have, and improve upon it." (p. 43).

Example 4:

Annual reports of the Agricultural Land Commission make constant reference

to the use of CLI agricultural capability information in policy decision

making. For example, the Chairman's report contained in the Annual

Report tabled in the legislature for the year ending 31 March 1978 (*13),

indicated:

"The key to the success of the provincial agricultural zoning
is its dependence upon a technical base of land capability
information. This was used not only in drawing the original
Agricultural Land Reserve boundary but is also used daily in
decision-making on individual applications." (p. 5)

The Years Work in Review section summarizes activity by Agricultural

Reporting region. With reference to the Okanagan Region:

"The Commission was not particularly active in fine-tuning
the ALR boundaries in this region, as the definition of the
areas of high capability agricultural land is generally good."
(p 2O).
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In the Omineca and Skeena Agricultural Reporting regions section:

"The major limiting factor to agriculture in these two
regions is climate. There is no Class 1 climate and Class
2 climate is limited to only a few areas. On the basis of
soils, however, these northern regions are well suited to
the production of forage crops and, not surprisingly, the
primary agricultural activities is beef production." (p. 27).

A quote from the the Cariboo Agricultural Reporting region section
illustrates the necessity of having adequate capability mapping infor-
mation before establishing the provincial agricultural zone:

"The West Chilcotin area of Cariboo Regional District is
one of the few reviewing areas of the province not yet mapped
for agricultural capability. The Commission.has requested
the necessary soil and climate inventory be undertaken in
the West Chilcotin, so that agriculture capability inter-
pretations can be made and, if warranted, an Agricultural
Land Reserve can be established." (p. 25).

Example 5:

The Agricultural Land Commission utilizes CLI information for decision
making on individual applications under the Act. An example data
form and staff check list from a sample Agricultural Land Commission

file is as follows:



Table 1: Agricultural Land Commission Application
Check List
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Source: Agricultural Land Commission
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Example 6:

The central concept of land capability, as well as the CLI

classification itself, is also the basic language through which

the Agricultural Land Commission carr'ies out i'ts public information
program. A slide-tape presentation, the Agricultural Land Reserve:

Protecting B.C.'s Farmland, 1979, (15), was produced for widespread

public exposure at the Pacific National Exhibition. The text
stresses the need to preserve B.C.'s limited agricultural land

resource and discusses, with 35 mm. slide examples, the CLI Class

1 — 7 classification system as the basis for the Agricultural Land

Reserve zoning.

(b) Agricultural Division, B.C. Assessment Authority

The Assessment Act is an example of the direct use of CLI agriculture

capability information by way of specific regulation. Pursuant to
Section 26(5), B.C. Regulations 543/79 establishes farmland valuation
schedules ( *16) for various regions of the province. In these schedules,
where the land use is "orchards-vineyards", it is rated by number

according to the productivity of the soil type for tree fruits. Where

the land use is other than "orchards-vineyards", land is rated,

"according to a number appearing in a "land capability" or
"soil capability" column, and the numbers 1 to 7 in either
of those columns refer respectively to soil capability Classes
1 to 7 of the "Soil Capability Classification for Agriculture"
contained in The Canada Land Inventory Report No. 2 — 1965
published by the Department of Regional Economic Expansion
(Canada)...

These schedules are used by assessors throughout the province, supported

by capability/productivity relationship data prepared by the Agricul-

tural Division, 8 AC. Assessment Authority.

(c) The Select Standing Committee on Agriculture (1978-79)

The SSC utilized the CLI Agriculture Capability information extensively,
both at the staff research level and at the political level in making

recommendations to the Legislature.
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Example 1:

As prefaced::in Inventory of Agricultural Land Reserves in British
Columbia, 1978; (*50), Phase I of the study comprised an evaluation
of the

"agricultural land resource in B.C., its present use
and contribution to the current food requirements of
the Province." (p. 6).

This staff research report presents inventory data on the capability,
utilization and availabi)ity of arable land within the ALR in B.C.

Due to the lack of alternatives, this Phase I research effort was

based mainly on CLI information, supplemented with quickly put

together consensus research. The following is one of the tables
presented in the B.C. Summary Section of the above report:

Table 2: CULTIVATION POTEHTIAI. OH CLASS I - 4 IANDS

IN BAI TISH COLUI401A'S AGRICULTL'AAL LAND RESERVES

REGION

TOTAL
ALR

AREA

I '00 ha I

BCI.I
CLASS

1-4 LANDS

( I I

HON- I

P II0D OCT I V E
AREAS

It)

CROP
P RO DUCT I 0 II

ON I 4 L,NDS

I ~ I

TENUR I AL
RESTRICT)ONS

Iil

AVA)LABI
I OR

CULTIVATI

I I I

CARIBOU

ISLAI)0

KOOTENAT

IIA I H LA ND

OKANAGAN

O.'4 I H 8 CA

PEICE

SKEEHA

TIIOHPSON

BRITISH COLITIS IA

947

429

175

238

50
'3)6

277

580

4599

74

54

74

59

43

72

53

31

53

18

43

22

12

3

16

17

10

32

38

27

0

16

29

39

)0

Foot.notes: l.

2.
).

5.

Classified non-productive for reasons of lack ol capaht
of present use.
CI ~ ss 1-4 iand presently producing forage, grains. hurt
Tenurra I restrict)one on non-cultivated Class 1-4 land.

Unrestricted. non-cultivated Class 1-4 land.

As percentage of total ALR in Region.

lit)'r
Irreversrhtlrtl'cultural

crops

Source: Inventory of Agricul tural Land Reserves
in British Columbia, Phase 1, SSCA Report (*50)
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Although some may question the assumptions as well as the inter-

pretations, the Inventory of ALR in B.CD report was an attempt to

quickly assemble enough information for policy recommendation purposes.

Of interest in terms of impact of CLI, were some of the recommendations

of the SSCA research staff, as a result of their inventory work:

"1. The BCLI inventory information on land capability
for agriculture should be accepted as an initial
reconnaissance level body of information.

2. The BCLI-type inventory work should only be continued
on those areas in an agricultural land reserve for
which land capability information is not available
and in selected unclassified areas outside the agricul-
tural land reserve which hold some promise of agricultural
capability.

3. The current programmes of continuing and expanding
climate data gathering in the Province should be
upgraded, expanded, and accelerated such that detailed
reliable climate information useful for determining
agricultural capabilities be available for all areas
of the agricultural land reserves within ten years

7. Interpretive land capability for agriculture maps
should be compiled for all major ALR areas suitable for
cultivated agriculture ....

12. [All( The recommended programmes [ie. the above; plus
those on detailed soil survey, surface water and ground
water resource, wetland inventory, and land use and land
tenure monitoring) should be integrated with related
Federal Government programmes;" (pp.xxi — xxiii).

Example 2:

Land Productivity in B.C. (51), also a Phase 1 SSCA staff research report,

attempts to outline the cropping possibilities and productivity of those

crops on lands capable of agricultural use, as compiled in the Inventory

of ALR in B.C. report. It also presents an analysis of various self-

sufficiency scenarios for the province. In effect, this exercise was

a derivative of the CLI information. To quote the report summary:

"The Inventory /of Agricultural Land Reserves in British
Columbia] Report discusses several basic iriformation require-
ment for rational planning of our agricultural land use. First
among these is an assessment of land capability.. Such an
assessment ... must go beyond the classification of biophysical
factors ... Capability classifications remain largely artificial
until they are directly related to possible uses
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Land Productivity assessment is the logical second step
to the consideration of land capability ...
This report outlines the crops and levels of production
that are possible on the capable lands reported in the
Inventory Report. It assesses the potential of the
capable lands within the agricultural land reserve (ALR)
to produce specific crops or groups of crops according
to the agricultural capability rating assigned to the
land area.: (p. xxv — xxvi).

and further, in the main body of the report:

"At the start of this study land capability information was
available over the whole of the agricultural: land reserves
at a scale of 1:50,000 ... Despite their limitations, the
BCLI capability maps provide the most comprehensive and
complete body of information..available for the purposes of
estimating land productivity in the ALR. For this reason,
the approach taken to generate the productivity estimates
was related directly to the BCLI classification system for
agriculture." (p. 18).

Example 3:

The final Report to the Legislature by the SSC on Agriculture, 1979

(*52) contains reference to land inventory, in its agricultural land

policy recommendations:

"The Committee recommends that low capability lands be exempted
from the ALR where such removal will not seriously detract
from nearby agricultural use or potential use. Recognition
and protection shall be given to those lands which have a

unique capability essential to the agricultural industry of
the area, such as critical spring and fall grazing lands,
or wetlands highly suited to the production of berry crops."
(p. «)-

Mith respect to the tenure considerations, one example from the SSCA

report is as follows:

"The Committee is aware that approximately ll percent of the
better quality land (Classes 1 to 4) in the ALR is under some
form of restricted tenure, with approximately 1.7 percent of
this higher capability land within the Indian Reserves. This
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Committee believes that as this ll percent represents
a significant portion of the agricultural land in the
province, it is desirable that it be preserved for future
agricultural use." (p. 42).

While some of the recommendations of the SSCA may well be considered

contradictory, the emerging understanding of "1:and capability"-
mainly as a result of exposure to CLI — is obvious. This is true,
in a general way, of most politicians and a growing number of citizens

of the province. Misuse and misunderstanding of the CLI information

remains common, however, and some have pointed to the SSCA Report to

the Legislature (52) as one example of inappropriate interpretations
and questionable conclusions being drawn, far beyond the original

intent and purpose of the CLI program.

Example 4:

Almost at the other end of the scale from the efforts of the SSCA, an

alternative look at the food industry in B.C. from a non-governmental

point-of-view was carried out by the Peoples Food Commission (105).

Several references are made with respect to the impact of CLI on

foodland conservation in B.C., such as:

"The Peace Valley, because of its special atypical soil and
shelter is a unique northern agricultural area. It has a sub-
stantial portion of the province's Class 1 unimproved agricultural
land. It is too valuable a northern resource to be lost forever."
(Peace Valley Environmental Association) (p.34).

(d) Ministry of Agriculture and Food

Although CLI is not particularly extensively used within the Ministry,

some notable examples are documented.

Example 1:

The B.C. Land Inventory Report (ARDSA Project 271031, (40)) is a

compilation of the findings of the SSCA Inventory phase by Regional

District and amended Agriculture Region boundaries, and provides a

synopsis for Ministry regional and provincial policy guidance. An
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"Nore than 1.8 million hectares of productive Class 1 to
4 land remain uncultivated in the Province. While these
lands represent the major base for any future expansion of
cultivation, nearly a quarter of this area (equivalent to
10 percent of all the AL'R land), ts under forms of tenure
which restrict agricultural activity, or is already used for
grazing or non-agricultural activities." (vol. 1, p. 61).

Example 2:

Widely used by the Ministry are specific classification and inventory

publications that have been adapted from the parent CLI classifications
to better meet provincial needs, specifically Methodology - Land

Capability for Agriculture 1973 (114), and Climate Capability for

Agriculture in B.C. 1978 (59). The Ministry, under ARDA project

89077, also contributed to the publication of Agriculture Land

Capability in B.C., 1976 (29). The objectives of the project was to:

"analyze maps showing land capability for agriculture
information and to prepare tables depicting the extent, in
acres, of different agricultural capability classes in
the Province of B.C."

"The data is intended to be used as a resource base for
agricultural planning
"The CLI land capability for Agriculture maps were used as
the data source..." (p. 1).

Example 3:

Under the Crop .Insurance Program administered by the Ninistry,
stratification of insurance premiums in the Peace River Region, for
example, are made on climate capability for agriculture boundaries.

To some degree, like parameters are used in other areas of the
province as well.

Example 4:

Under ARDA III Project No. 89053, the Study of the Agri'cultural Resources

and Potentials of the B.C. Gulf Islands 1976 (102) was an effective step
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towards an agricultural policy. for the Gulf Islands. The objective

of the study was:

"To evaluate the agricultural resources and potential for
production on lands under jurisdiction of the Isslarids
Trust and to recommend a policy for agricultural development."

The agricultural land use policy recommendations, based on CLI Class

3 or better for agriculture, are generally followed by the Agricultural

Land Commission and Islands Trust in thei r respective land use decision

making roles on the Islands.

Example 5:

The Soils Branch and newly formed Farmland Resources Branch of the

Ministry of Agriculture and Food utilize CLI sector and capability
analysis maps for overview purposes in interagency land allocation,
impact assessment and general land use planning endeavours

(e) Lands Directorate, Environment Canada

Two recent publications of the Land Use in Canada Series illustrate
direct use of CLI information related to land use issues in British
Columbia. The Agricultural Land Reserves of B.C.:An Impact Analysis,

1978 (95) and The Changing Value of Canada's Farmland 1961-76, 1979

(97) are not discussed in detail in this report but it should be noted

that both of these Lands Directorate studies generated new information

from CLI data that should prove valuable in evolving future provincial-

land use policies.

Group 3:

a) MINISTRY OF MUNICIPAL AFFAIRS

b) ISLANDS TRUST

c) REGIONAL DISTRICTS AND MUNICIPALITIES

(a) Ministry of Municipal Affairs

The Ministry of Municipal Affairs is becoming a more frequent user of
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all types of biophysical information in its various planning

activities. One constraint to the use of CLI information, however,

is that much local and regional planning is now done at scales of

1:10,000 or 1:20,000.

Example 1:

With eference to the original farmland freeze under the Environment

and Land Use Act a ministerial memorandum, 1973 (23) to all approving

officers in Municipalities and Regional Districts as well as secretaries

of Improvement Districts made reference to use of CLI land capability

for agriulture information in implementing government farmland preser-

vation policy.

Example 2:

Under the Municipal Amendment Act, 1977 (8), a new provincial thrust

was made towards community and settlement planning. Harkness, Executive

Director of Planning Services, in his presentation, The Land Use

Planning Process in B.C., 1977 (87) explains the new thrust as follows:

"The 1977 Municipal Act provides for the preparation of
Official Settlement Plans in addition to Official Regional
Plans and Official Community Plans which were already provided
for in the Act....
This means that all Provincial agencies will be expected
to participate in a co-operative planning process initiated
by local government that will produce official policy plans
to guide regional and community lands use development and to
provide the framework wi.thin which resource management can be

compatible with and sensitive to local residents objectives
for their communities and regions." (p. 2)

The result was an increased demand for all inventory information for

rural lands, including all sectors of CLI ( In some cases, according to

Municipal Affairs staff, this has also resulted in some misuse of CLI

data. For example, there apparently were instances where 1:50,000 CLI

data was "enlarged" and used at 1:10,000 or. 1:20,000 scale, because no

alternative data existed and new inventories were deemed too costly or

unnecessary as part of the planning process).
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Example 3:

The Technical Guide for the Preparation of Official Settlement Plans,

1979 (48) outlines requirements, from a provincial perspective, based

on consideration of biophysical, social and economic factors. Consider-

ation of these factors require as much diverse land resource inventory

data as can. be assembled at suitable scales. The Technical Guide quotes

the Municipal Planning Act legislation, an excerpt df which follows:

..."In the preparation of the Official Settlement Plan,
consideration shall be given to
(a) the probable social, environmental and economic

consequences of proposed policies,
(b) the stated objectives, policies and programs of the

Government
(c) the suitability of land for various uses
(e) the prevention of pollution of air, water and land." (p. 42).

Although many policy settlement plans are in process, few have been

completed to date. One example is the Westbank Area Settlement Plan

By-Law 157 of Central Okanagan Regional District (108). Draft plans

that were reviewed exhibit varying reference to the CLI. However, direct

use appears 'in policy statements and in technical background statements.

For example, from the Westbank Settlement Plan By-Law 157:

" In the Okanagan Valley, the CLI capabilities for agriculture
have been modified to take into account the production of
tree fruits which are not included in the national classification
system.
In consultation with the B AC. Department of Agriculture and Food

and B.C. Land Inventory, soils in the Central Okanagan which are
rated Classes 1 to 3, are considered prime agricultural land.
Class 4 soils are considered of secondary value for agriculture."
(p. 8).

Several other land and biophysical interpretations included in the

Westbank plan are derivatives of the soils/climate information initially
collected as part of the CLI program.

Example 4:

guin, The Use of Ecological Information in Settlement Planning — A Case
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Example, 1979 (103), describes the need for biophysical/environmental

information as a basis for the planning of human settlements. CLI

provided an overview opportunity in terms of lands sensitive to develop-

ment and land resource opportunities. With specific reference to the

site constraints and opportunities in the case study area, CLI

classification and mapping provided the basis of some of the knowledge

that enabled the study to progress. to a more detailed level of

sophistication, particularly rel:ated to the wildlife and recreation
resources.

(b) Islands Trust

The Islands Trust Act, 1974 gives to the Trust,

"the responsibility to preserve and protect the unique
amenities and environmental of the Trust area for the benefit
of the people of the Islands and the Province generally."

(A Guide to Planning, Zoning and Subdivision Control in the Islands Trust
Area (89) p. 1).

Staff advises that, in the early days of the Trust's existence, they
used CLI information of all sectors for overview purposes. Now, however,

with more detailed biophysical inventory informati on available and land
use planning programs being carried out at a scale of 1:10,000, it is
seldom used. One case where CLI mapping and classification derivatives
were employed is the Ministry of Environment and Islands Trust
publication, Bowen Island, A Resource Analysis for Land Use Planning,
1978 (*66). With specific reference to wildlife habitat interpretations,
the report states:

"The information on wildlife resources contained in this report
is based mainly on interviews with a few informed individuals
and on existing published sources. The published sources include
the Provincial Museum Handbooks, and the Canada Land Inventory
ungulate and waterfowl capability maps." (vol. 1 pp. 65).

In addition, the outdoor recreation capability and features inventory
within the same report is a larger scale regional oriented adaptation
of the original CLI recreation classification system:
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"The 1:10,000 outdoor recreation features map provides a
breakdown of Bowen Island into three categories (foreshore,
upland and freshwater). The features of these units which
are pertinent to outdoor recreation are described in detai l...

The Islands Trust is currently preparing land use policies and a land

use plan at a scale of 1:10,000. based on the resource analysis technique

used in the Bowen Island study. The methodology has at least indirect
roots in the CLI experience, including such endeavours as the land

capability analysis exercise that was carried out in selected areas

of the province, some years ago.

(c) Regional Districts and Municipalities

As menti oned above, Regional Districts and Municipalities use CLI

information in developing regional, community and settlement plans.

Example 1:

In the Regional District of Okanagan Similkameen Official Regional

Plan Bylaw No. 242, 1974 (*ill), the outlined purpose of the bylaw

implies an orientation to a land capability overview:

"The Official Regional Plan is intended to record the broad
land use and land capabili:ties and thereby provide guidance
and information for private and public agencies and individuals
so that devepment decisions are made with regard to land
capability and to the interrelationship of land uses."

more directly:

"In December 1974, the Regional District of Okanagan
Simi lkameen by Bylaw No. 242, adopted Phase 1 of the Official
Regional Plan. Phase 1 is simply a land capability
classification and rudimentary land use allocation. The
classification system is based largely on the Canada Land Inventory
supplemented by input received from various government depart-
ments and agencies and through Technical Planning Committee."

Example 2:

In an effort to encourage municipalities to look to non-agricultural

land options for urban expansion, the Land Commission contracted a
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consulting firm to carry out a study using the special computer

program Locat, a spatial planning tool, to produce a series of

simulations and development alternatives in map form for the City

of Kelowna and surrounding area. The study summarized a tape-slide

presentation, Saving the Land (*14), for use in other areas of the

Province. To some degree, the script reflected Land Commission Policy

in dealing wi th municipal growth and included direct use of CLI

wildlife and agriculture capability information.

Example 3:

The Planning Department, Regional District of Kootenay Boundary,

Christina Lake Study, 1975 (¹109), provides a somewhat different

example of the use of land and water resource inventory information.

To quote from the Introduction:

"It is the goal of this study to recommend policies and
implementation procedures which will permit the growth of
the community to continue and at the same time protect the
quality of the environment and social life which make the
community attractive to its permanent and seasonal residents."
(p. viii).

Direct use of CLI information is scattered throughout the Christina

Lake Study:

"Figure 2 combines the information on observed range areas and

the capability ratings of the Canada Land Inventory for
ungulates especially for mule and white tail deer and mountain
goats ... The lower elevation south and west facing slopes
provide important deer range land. The range land north and

east of Texas and English points account for the only Class
2 range for deer." (p. 3)

and,

" It should be mentioned that locations which indicate Classes
1 to 4 for forestry should not be assumed to be completely
covered with mature timber. Specific sites within those
capability areas have immature timber, logged areas, and of
course, mature timber,. The capability locations are an indicator
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of those areas which can produce marketable timber and it may

be assumed that they will undergo forest harvesting over
the long term." (pp. 11).

Example 4:

In Spallumcheen Municipality, a different type of rural landscape

analysis for local land use policy development was carried out. The

impetus for Spallumcheen — The Visual Environment (1975) (8119) by

Yeomans was expressed as follows:

"The need for the Spallumcheen .analysis arose soon after the
Agricultural Land Reserves were drawn up for the area and

it became evident that an existing agricultural base was

undergoing rapid and relatively uncontrolled alteration by

industrial, commercial, and urban interests. It was given
further impetus by an expressed local and regional concern
for protection of the visual environment; in this case by
the Spallumcheen Advisory Planning Commission."

"The visual environment is now recognized as a resource
fully as realistic and vulnerable to manipulation as forestry,
wildlife, recreation or agri culture. Rural landscapes often
become strong and meaningful foci for such visual experience
responses." (p. 8).

Although inventory information is not directly evident in the publication,

the CLI experience of the author'is reflected in the visual management

analysis system and knowledge of land capability will no doubt be

reflected in subsequent local Municipal bylaws and land use policy as well.

Group 4:

a) MINISTRY OF LANDS, PARKS AND HOUSING

b) MINISTRY OF ENVIRONMENT

c) MINISTRY OF ENERGY, MINES AND PETROLEUM RESOURCES

d) MINISTRY OF FORESTS

The major responsiblities of these agencies are administering legis-

lation relating to land and water use planning and natural resource

management on Crown lands. Use of CLI varies from no use whatsoever—

because of scale of proposal, lack of confidence in CLI or availability
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(a) Ministry of Lands, Parks and Housing

The Land Act 1978 (1G) gives the Ministry of. Lands, Parks and

Housing the authority to allocate Crown land for specific uses,
to restrict its allocation, and to reserve land from any or all
disposition. The Land Management Branch Planning Strategy, 1978

(*46), sets the stage for a major new planning thrust. Extensive

use of CLI information at the overview level of planning and

allocation has taken place in the past and will likely continue.

Example 1:

The Land Programs Branch . discussion paper, Crown Land Planning

Hierarchy and Designation Systems 1979 (*46), outlines the five

specific levels of planning, stating that:

"The Ministry planning initiative needs to be expanded to
focus upon the Sub-Regional as well as the Sub-District levels
in order to meet its objectives.".. (p. 3).

A description of the intent of the Sub-Regional Plan and excerpts from

its designation categories and policies follow:

"The Sub-Regional Plan is for a broad portion of a Resource
Management Region, possibly a land management district. It
would be prepared by the Regional Lands staff with assistance
from an interagency task force. Broad based resource capability
and socio-economic trends and characteristics would provide
the basis for establishing resource priority areas, each with
accompanying lists of preferred and secondary Crown land uses
- ". (p. 3).

4.1 Designation Categories

Land designations used at the Sub-Regional plan level are based
on classes or combinations of classes of the CLI resource
capability maps and similar supplementary maps of biophysical
ability of the land resource to engender and sustain a particular
use.

.... these resource capability classes are priorized according
to their importance in the plan area. The resource priority
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designations are then shown spatially on a PLAN NAP, and
supported by plan policies and recommendations for the uses
and administrative approaches to land within each resource
priority designation ....
... The basic resource priority categories will consist of
the following interpretive information based on soils, landform
and other biophysical inventory maps.

BCLI Soil Capability for Agriculture
BCLI Climate Capability for Agriculture
BCLI Land Capability for Forestry
BCLI Land Capability for Outdoor Recreation
BCLI Land Capability for Wildlife (Ungulates)
BCLI Land Capability for Wildlife (Waterfowl)

4.2 Policies

The nature and purpose of each designation is to be stated in
the plan text, and is to include policies for the adjudication
of Crown land applications received in the various priority
designation areas. Also to be included are policies indicating
the priority areas which should be made the subject of the
Sub-District Crown land plans.

The following figure from the discussion paper (p. 22) outlines a

hypothetical formulation of designations for a Sub-Regional Plan

utilizing- CLI information.
Table 3: Crown Land Sub-Regional

Planning Flow Chart
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Example 2:

In the Park's and Outdoor Recreation Division of the Ninistry of
Lands, Parks and Housing, the CLI as originally compiled is often
regarded as not detailed enough for most use purposes. However we

are advised that, although many are critical of the CLI recreation

capability information, resource managers most often include it in

reports because alternatives are not available. The Park Resource

Information Handbook by Malcolm 1976 (~94), for example, provides

pl.anners and managers with a compendium of ipventory information,
including CLI mapping, that is available within parks.

Example 3:

Despite the somewhat limited usefulness of the original CLI recreation

mapping information, the classification itself has been built upon and

modified. Among the numerous derivati-ves classifications that are

grandchildren of the original CLI classification is Bennett's Climatic

Suitability for Recreation in B.C. 1977 (3).

Example 4:

In an attempt to clarify policy and planning for the recreation use

of Crownlands in a heavily populated area, Land Management Branch of

the. Ministry commissioned the Resource Analysis Branch (now Terrestial
Systems Branch) to carry out a recreation features inventory in the

Fraser Valley. The resulting publication, Fraser Valley Outdoor

Recreation Features, 1978 (2) makes reference to use of CLI background

information.

Example 5:

It might also be noted that B.C. modifications to the original CLI

Land Capability classification for Outdoor Recreation has had some

impact on parallel classifications in the United States. A letter
from the Bureau of Land Management, Department of the Interior to
John Block, now of Parks and Outdoor Recreation (116), acknowledges

the development of the BLN Recreation Manual is patterned on the CLI

experience and the B.CD regional modifications.
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The Resource Analysis Branch of the Ministry of Environment is
the main collector and distributor of inventory information in

the province.

Example 1:

A computer print out for the period January to April, 1977 (*62),

indicates the range of CLI information, both within and outside
government, that was requested during this short period of time.

Example 2:

With reference to wildlife habitat management in the province, it
is obvious that the CLI program has had a distinct positive impact.

We are advised that the word "capability" was seldom used by wildlife
biologists prior to the CLI program, but now of course is a very commonly

used term. The CLI experience introduced a different way of thinking
about "habi tat". It is our understanding that a new Wildlife Act is
row being drafted with an increased emphasis on land and habitat.

The methodology manual of Blower, Land Capability for Ungulates

in B.C. 1973 (4) signaled this changed policy direction. As described

in the manual:

a more holistic approach to land capability classification
is being attempted. In this approach a biophysical mapping
program is undertaken making extensive use of air photographs
and involving personnel from many disciplines in order to
delineate and describe as many meaningful units as possible.
Such a biophysical map can be interpreted for a wide variety
of purposes and can form a base for the capability classification
of land for most resource. sectors, including wildlife." (p. 1).

Example 3:

The Proposed Wildlife Management Plan for B.C., Ministry of Environment,

1979 (57), benefits from the CL'I experience in its statement of the

two principal goals for management of the 750 recorded species of

wi 1 dl i fe:
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"1. To maintain the diversity of species representative
of the major biophysical zones of the province, and

2. To ensure that, within the constraints of land capability
and biological limits of each species, wildlife is available
in sufficient abundance to meet the recreational and
economic needs o'f society." (p. 11).

A comparison of individual species plans, such as the Preliminary
Deer, Caribou or Goose Management Plans (54) (53) (55) with the
Preliminary Furbearers or Raptorial Birds Plans shows clearly the
impact of CLI. The former group reflects the knowledge gained as a

result of the CLI experience, while the latter group exhibits an

obvious lack of animal population and habitat information.

Example 4:

The referral system procedure related to resource development or use

change proposals affects Crown agencies, including all the Ministries
in this user group as well as Water Resources, Pollution Control,
Ministry of Highways, B.C. Hydro and Federal Agencies. No agency is
impacted to the degree of Fish and Wildlife Branch, however, and thus,
this referral system procedure involves the use of CLI information
whenever scale of proposal renders it practical to do so.

Example 5:

Considerable concern has arisen in the last few years in regards to

provincial wetland policy and management, particularly with reference
to wildlife habitat protection and related land use conflicts. Evolving

policies and procedures have utilized CLI extensively. One example is
Interior Wetlands — the Current State of the Act 1977 (*92) by Lewis

for the B.C. Land Resources Steeri.ng Committee. In his submission,

Lewis states:

"Perhaps the overriding limitation to the utility of the
Canada Land Inventory classification is that resource
managers expect too much and, after a number of attempts
at using the information, become frustrated." (p. 7).

With reference to agriculture capability he indicates:
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"Apart from limited areas at lower elevations where the
climate permits a wider range of crops, the wetlands of
the Interior are typically 06W (05W) and 07W (05W); that
is in the unimproved state they may or may not provide
natural vegetation suitable for grazing; in the improved
state (water control), they typically are capable of
growing forage crops." (p. 8).

on ungulate capability:

"The ungulate capability classification is widely accepted
as a general guide to resource managers." (pp. 9)

on waterfowl capability:

"Although the scope of the waterfowl capability classification
is limited - by the range of species ... it is used by
managers as a general guide."
"Perhaps the waterfowl and even other sectors of the CLI'an

be considered successful in that they point out
geographically defined areas worthy of further or more
detailed consideration."

Example 6:

Another instance of evolving procedures utilizing CLI data is the

Preli w nary Wetland Managers Manual (64), which is basically a working

document to aid in integrated resource management decision making with

respect to wetlands. The Manual makes extensive use of CLI information.

For example, the following is the Legend to Interpretive Tables for

Waterfowl:



Table .4: 'egend to Interpretive Tables for Waterfowl

Needs of waterfowl include sufficient quality and quantity of food and protective cover related to seasonal aspects of produc'tion, staging and

migration. Use interpretations are made'at the lowest level possible with existing data, commonly the Wetland Class.

Bioqeoclimatic subzones: wetlands of major interest to waterfowl managers mainly occur in the IDFb, PPBGe and SBSa biogeoclimatic subzones

Occurence: general statement on the extent of the Wetland Class or Subclass within the subzone; reflects either number of wetland units and/or areal

extent; based upon interpretation of subzone characteristics conducive to wetland development

Waterfowl Capability: capability for waterfowl production as developed under CLI system; assumes maintenance of vegetative successional stages

conducive to waterfowl use and good management practices within realm of possibility for managirg agencies; classes are listed in estimated order of

dominance. Subclasses indicate nature of limitation, which often reflects the character of the adjacent uplands in ccmbination with the wetland.

Climate Restriction: degree of climatic restriction to production of waterfowl as a result of (I) open water/ice cover season length inferred from

biogeocl imatic subzone characteristics, (V) frost-free period and growing degree day combinations that adversely affect growth of vegetation important

to waterfowl and/or (P) inferred unfavourable produc ion season temperature/precipi tation patterns

Habitat Value/Management Consi derat i ons: nq's by subzone or groups of subzones, depending upon information avail abi 1 i ty. Capabil i ty ratings of

individual wetlands are not always valid, because the pattern or mosaic in which the units occur, as well as the nature of ard association with

adjacent uplands is so important, especially to assessment of wetlarids for waterfowl suitability and productivity

Key to Ratings and Subscripts for Waterfowl:

Biogeocl imatic
Subzone

grouped depend-
ing on informa-
tion avail-
ability

Wetland Occurrence
Subclass

(or Class)

see class- none
ification few
key common

numerous

BCLI Waterfowl Capability
Class Co~on Subclasses

(limitations)

See CLI classification manual
for Class 1-7 definitions
Subt lasses (limitations)

A - aridity
C - climate
J - reduced marsh edge
M - soil moisture
N - adverse soil ~ water

chemistry
Z — water depth
I - inundation
F - fertility

Climate Restriction
to Waterfowl
Production

m)nor
moderate
moderately severe
s"vere
prohibitive
limitations

I - ice
V - vegetation
P - production

season temp/
preci p.

Itabi tat Value/Manage,".,ent Considerations'g.

oligotropic wetlands of low productivity
a nd little u se to wa t e r fowl

Statement applies to waterfowl use in all biogeoclimatic subzones in which the Wetland Class occurs.
Source: I'rellmlnai"y Wetland Manage)s Manual (64)
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Example 7:

A Proposal for the Conservation and Management of Unique Plant

and Animal Communities at the North End of Osoyoos Lake (67) is an

example of use of CLI information in policy planning related to

wildlife management.

An instance of the direct use of CLI data in the proposal is as

follows:

"In the context of the preservation of Canada's
ecological diversity, the proposed conservation area
gas proposed in this report] is a site of both
provincial and national importance.

The major wildlife value of the floodplain is its
importance to migrating waterfowl. The B.C. Land

Inventory classes the entire floodplain for 5 miles
(8 km) north of Osoyoos Lake as waterfowl capabil'.ty
2 S. ('ands that have great importance for migrating
waterfowl). Land capability for ungulates is rated
3 (slight limitations to the production of ungulates)
in the floodplain and 3W (important winter range) on

the upland, though patterns of human settlement in the
vicinity of the conservation area have severely
restricted deer use in recent years. In addition to
these two groups of species considered in the B.C. Land

Inventory, the combination of mild climate and diversity
of habitat supports a host of other wildlife species,
many of which are rare in Canada." .(pp. 45).

"The B.C. Land Inventory assigns outdoor recreation
capability classes of 3 (moderately high) in the flood-
plain and 4 (moderate) on the upland . ~ .. Important
recreational features are wetland wildlife, angling,
significant vegetation, and interesting topographic
patterns." (p. 48).

Example 8:

In n precedent, setting decision, the Comptroller of Water Rights under

the Water Act, in granting a water use license to B.C. Hydro for the

Pend O'Orielle Valley project, placed a wildlife habitat mitigation

condition on the approval. Although this decision no doubt involved

a number of complex factors, it is our feeling that the availability

of CLI ungulate capability ratings for the whole region helped to

identify the importance of the winter ranges in this valley and,
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therefore, played a role in this precedent setting policy decision.

"The British Columbia Land Inventory (B.C.L.I.) rates the
north side of the Pend d'Orielle River valley as 2W

ungulate range up to an elevation of 122 m, and the
south side as 3W ungulate range up to an elevation of
912m. Areas above these elevations on both sides of the
valley are rated as Class 4 ~ Recent studies indicate that
the area below the 780m elevation on the north side of the
valley was underestimated by the B.C.L. I. This area
supports wintering populations of from 100 to 260 deer
per square mile. From these densities it would appear
that this area should be rated Class 1W.

There are but two major areas in the West Kootenay where
a favourable combination of aspect, slope, micro-topography,
and vegetation create ungulate winter range of such high
capability." (p.. 31).

and,

"Lands on the north side of the valley are generally a
complex of Class 3 — 5 for Douglas fir and western larch.
Localized areas of Class 1 and 2 occur on northerly aspects
at higher elevations. The major limitations in this area
are soi 1 moisture defi ciency, exposure, and restricti on
of rooting depth by redrock. Extreme southerly aspects
between Nine Mile and Tilicum Creeks, and on the slopes
of Blizzard Mtn. are rated Class 5 and 6 for ponderosa
pine and Douglas fir.
Lands on the South side of the valley are generally rated
a complex of Class 3 - 5 for Douglas fir and grand fir,
however, substantial areas of Class 1 and 2 also occur
because of the cooler aspect of these slopes." (p. 35)

(c) Ministry of Energy, Mines and Petroleum Resources

Although not of major significance,CLI information is used for quick

overview purposes. The suggested outline of the Stage 1 report, part
of the Procedures for Obtaining Approval of Metal Nine Development,

1979 (43) under the Mines Regulation Act, specifically mentions

land capability, as illustrated in the following excerpt:
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"DESCRIPTION OF EXISTING ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIAL

CONDITIONS

Physiography
Land Tenure
Climate
Air Quality
Surface Water

Drainages
Mater Quality
Hydrology

.,Fisheries
Groundwater

Quantity
Quality

Soils and Surficial Geology
Vegetation
Wi 1 dl i fe
Land Capability and Use

Agriculture, Forestry, Recreatio
Historic and Archaeological Sites
Existing Social Environment

Population
Employment
Housing
Education
Commercial Services" (p. 24).

n, Trapping, Guiding

The general procedure is outlined in the following table:
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Use of CLI information for overview purposes .within the Ministry

is extensive, but tends to be for sectors other than land capability
for forestry. Historically, a preexisting forest inventory infra-
structure within the Ministry precluded use of CLI forest land capability
to any great degree; however, other sectors are used for a wide range

of policy. and planning endeavours, including regional sub-unit planning,

management prescriptions, resource conflict resolving, provincial
forest boundary establishment, and environmental protection area

determination. There are some interesting bi-products of the use of

CLI classication systems.

Example 1:

Keser, A Napping and Interpretation System for the Forested Lands of

B.C. 1970 (22), is an example of a new, more land-oriented policy

within the Ministry and within forest industry. The introduction to

this first approximation acknowledges the impact of CLI:

"At the present time. the Canada Land Inventory program
of A.R.D.A. is engaged in making a national inventory
of the land resources of Canada.

... This provides useful information concerning the
potential productivity or range in productivity of the
forested land over extensive areas. In British Columbia
the information serves as a basis for regional land use
planning. It lacks', however, sufficient detai 1 for
interpretation for forest management purposes.
... The objective of this study was to develop a modified,
practical land classification system to meet the needs
of the Forest Service and industry. Since the basic
concepts of the Canada Land Inventory are sound the aim
was to devise a complementary system incorporating a
more refined and detailed level of mapping. Of equal
importance was the need for a system of cataloguing
interpretative information arising from soi 1 and silvicultural
studies so that various mapping units might be grouped or
associated in relation to response to different management
practices." (p. 1).



Example 2:

Another example of CLI use in establishing policy is the 1979

memorandum to the then Chairman of the Environment and Land Use
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Committee of Cabinet regarding Vanderhoof Study Area No. 2 and

the policy decision of the Cabinet committee Ministry of Forests,
Provincial Forest — Discussion Paper, 1979 (*44).

Exhmple 3:

Lewis, in a report to the B.C. Land Commission, Possibilities for

Improved Land Management of Class 4 Lands in ALR, 1975 (91), stated,
with reference to certain ALR lands of the Lower Coast Mainland-

East Coast Vancouver Island,

"Although the character of these soils )those rated Class
5(4) for agriculture] restricts agricultural capability,
it should be kept in mind that the climate for agriculture
is among the best not only in the province but also in
Canada." (p. 1).
"The favourable climate, notably the long growing season,
is largely responsible for the excellent forestry potential
of these sites. The shallow sandy and gravelly soils have
Class 1 or better forest capability according to Canada
Land Inventory methods'he forest capability of deeper
coarse-textured soils is limited by the summer dry climate
of this area so that capability ratings from Class 2 to a
low of Class 4 are observed.

jThe] vast majority of these potentially highly
productive forest lands are unmanaged and thereby producing
well below their capability. It would not be true, however,
to state that these lands are idle, since by far the
majority support vigorous second growth coniferous (mainly
Douglas fir) stands that followed the harvesting of the
old growth crop." (p ~ 2).

And further:

"The Class 5(4) agricultural lands, particularly when
combined with surroundi.ng lands of lower agricultural
capability, have significant potential for intensive
forest management."

Example 4:

This report by Lewis sparked a chain reaction towards policy develop-

ment that is an indication of the often indirect impact of CLI on

land use planning and resource management in British Columbia. In
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this instance, the B.C. Land Commission submitted the recommendations

of the report supporting private woodlot development to the Royal

Commission on Forest Resources. The report of the Commissioner,

Peter Pearce, 1976 (101) to the legislature states:

"It can also be said that forest conditions in many parts
of the province are now well suited to small scale
operations. It is surprising that small scale agricul-
tural enterprises are far more ubiquitous than their
silvicultural counterparts, even though the scope for the
latter is much wider and its economic potential often
greater.'or example, investigations conducte'd by the
B.C. Land Commission indicate that some 75 thousand acres
of public and private lands on the Lower Mainland Coast,
the Gulf Islands, and Eastern Vancouver Island which have
been included in the Agricultural Land Reserve hold only
marginal agricultural potential but have high forestry
capability. But of this, only 19 percent can be said to
be under recognized forest management.,programmes. Other
regions in the province offer similar examples of this land
anomaly. Undoubtedly, there are significant areas of both
private and Crown land in the province suitable for small
scale forestry enterprises." (p. 190).

This reference in the Pearce Commission report was translated one step

further towards policy action in Policies and Procedures Concerning

the Issuance of Woodlot Licences — A White Paper for Discussion Purposes,

1979, (45).

"It is not intended that Woodlot Licences be located in
-areas which can be better accommodated by Forest Licences
and Timber Sale Licences. While the Forest Act does not
restrict the areas where Woodlot Licences may be issued,
forest lands near settlements and Indian Reserves are
considered to be best suited for the program. Many of these
areas now support advanced second. growth.and unevenly aged
timber that can begin to yield values very quickly and
necessary access in the form of public roads and restorable
logging grades is already in place. Areas having these
characteristics are public and private lands. Indian
Reserves on the Lower Mainland Coast, the Gulf Islands,
special sale areas, Eastern Vancouver Island, and areas
which have been included in Agricultural Land Reserves
which hold only marginal agricultural potential but have
high forest capability." (pp. 1 — 2).
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Example 5:

Another example of the,use of CLI within the Ministry is the interagency
referral system. The system was first initiated between fisheries
and forestry in the 1950's and 60's, in response to the rapid expansion

of timber harvesting and clear-cutting in the province. The system

was expanded in 1970 to include wildlife officers'omments prior to
issuance of forest harvesting permits. At this stage, whatever CLI

information was available was used for overview purposes. Referral

agencies soon found themselves unable to cope wi'th the volume of

applications, however, and lengthy delays led to a. search for alternatives.

Example 6:

The evolution of an alternative, the Resource Folio Planning System,

was a new poli cy di rection that involved the direct use of CLI and

derivative information. Adopting a land capability analysis type

format, it is described in the Royal Commission on Forest Resources

report, 1976, (101), some relevant excerpts of which follows:

"Wherever possible, a plan encompasses a watershed .. ~ .

Through a sheaf of overlaid maps, all the available
data relating to the resources of the area .... are
integrated for development planning purposes. The plans
cover operations for at least five years, so that roads
and other works can be planned and built sufficiently
in advance of operations to minimize environmental
damage and to maintain seasonal flexibility.
.. ~ . When a watershed or part of one is selected, the
Forest Service gathers from the various resource
agencies whatever resource inventory date and information
are available.. The Forest Service itself provides
forest cover data, and from the Resource Analysis Unit
of the Environment and Land Use Committee Secretariat
it .obtains survey information relating to landforms, soils,
vegetation, and climate, and maps. indicating land capability
in agriculture, forestry, recreation, and wildlife. Data
on fisheries, wildlife recreation, water systems, archaeogical
sites, and cultural resources are also obtained from relevant
agencies . If sufficient data are avialabl:e .the Forest
Service assembles the maps, one for each resource sector,
and refers them to the relevant agencies for them to append
comments, indicate their management objectives, and explain
whatever constraints on logging practices are needed to protect
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their resource interests in various parts of the area ...
The soil inventory is used by all sectors, and is
especially valuable in speci'fying logging patterns,
road layout, reforestation requirements, and protection
from windthrow.

Subsequently, meetings of representatives of the various
resource agencies are held .. ~ .

The Forest Service then consolidates all the comments and
prescriptions and refers the fo'lio to the licensee for
him to try to incorporate the logging development proposals
into the watershed development plan and design a 5 — year
cutting plan that will comply with all the requirements.
(pp. 259-260).

And further, in reference to Resource folios:

"The resource folio system is a most sfgnificant advance
in integrated resource use planning. It is capable of
systematically accommodating participation by all relevant
resource specialists as well as the interested public

I, [PearceJ am concerned that the high esteem in which the
folio system is held by resource managers. may threaten its
success through attempts to apply it too widely and in too
rigid a form. The demands for data and procedural guidance
generated by this technique have already far outstripped
the capacities of the resource agencies, and for the next
few years there is little hope that it can be implemented
to a uniformly high standard;throughout the province."
(p. 267).

Thus, industrial use of broad overview information became more common as

a result of government policy.

Example 7:

In 1978, the B.C. legislature passed new Forest and Range Acts. With

this legislation came new Ministry of Forests responsibility with regard

to integrated land use planning. To quote from Bill 14 - Forest Act,

1978,(6):

"The chief forester shall assess the land in the Province
for its potential for

(a) growing trees continuously,
(b) providing forest oriented recreation,
(d) producing forage for livestock and wildlife, and

(e) accommodating other forest use.
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"The chief forester shall classify land as forest land
if he considers that it will provide the greatest contri-
bution to the social and economic welfare of the Province
if predominatly maintained in successive crops of trees
or forage, or both.".

The result of this added responsibility is increased use of all
available land resource inventory information in order to e.tablish
Provincial Forests (see Provincial Forest, A Discussion Paper, 1979

(*44) and the appended use questionnaire results that were kindly

collected for the authors by the Planning Branch, Ministry of Forests).

Group 5.

(a) PRIVATE CONSULTANTS

(b) CORPORATIONS

(a) Private Consultants
Use of any information by consultants often re'fleets government policy

and procedural requirement. Nonetheless, this .impact outside of

government is considerable. (View, for instance, the Resource Analysis

Branch library request..print out for January — April 1977 (*62),

referred to in the previous section).

Example 1:

In a submission to the Regional District of East Kootenay and the B.C.

Land Commission, Underwood McLellan Ltd. for Hyhil Land Ltd. (88) make

detailed reference to the CLI agriculture capability classification,
in map form and in the narrative:

"The Canada Land Inventory map indicates the soil quality
is primarily 5TS. Soils in this class have severe
limitations that restrict their capability to producing
perennial forage crops. It should be noted the numerous
rock outcroppings, soil limitations and small scattered
grazing areas preclude the establishment of a viable
farm operation.
The balance of the parcel is a combination of 4MP, 6T and
6R soils. Class 4 soils have severe limitations which
restrict the range of crops and the low moisture holding
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capacity and stoniness further inhibits cultivation.
Class 6 soils are capable only of producing perennial
forage crops. However, on this particular site, the
grazing potential is reduced further by the rock out-
cropping and adverse topography." (p. 3).

Such references to CLI classification ratings number into the

hundreds, particularly with regard to Agricultural Land Commission

applications.

Example 2:

Another example from Agricultural Land Commission files, Land

Capability for Agriculture of the Elliot Bluff Property, Saturna

Island, Talisman Projects Inc. (*115), refers to CLI:

"We are of the opinion that having surveyed the
property, of the 185 acres within the Agricultural
Land Reserve, approximately 4% of the area is within
agricultural capability Classes 3 and 4. A further 33%

is Class 5, 37% is Class 6 and the rest is not arable."
"It is our opinion that the agricultural potential
of the property is much more limited. than the Canada
Land Inventory map ()'50,000 scale) and subsequent ALR

map indicates."

(b) Corporations

Example 1:

An example of a Corporate use of CLI is the Study conducted by the

Clinton Connection Study Group CN Railway. Ashcroft-Clinton Rail

Connection: Environmental Setti.ng, 1975 (*69), shows use of both

the Forestry and Agricultural Capability information for overview

purposes:

"The gently sloping well-drained terraces east of the
Semlin Valley are Class 1 and 2 capability agricultural
lands. The steeper side hills are relatively low
quality, Class 6 and 7 lands."

And further; in reference to a particular section of the proposed

route:



"This region has a relatively low capability for
forestry. Forest lands are predominantly capability
Classes 5, 6 or 7 ~"

Example 2:

Entech Environmental Consultants Ltd. carried out a study for B.C.

Hydro and Power Authority, entitled Initial Environmental Evaluation

Kootenay River Diversion Project, Vol. 1 Summary Report, 1978 (36).

The objectives of the study were:
"1. To inventory the environmental and socio-economic

resources
2. To identify and assess impacts of a diversion, and
3 ~ To outline . practical mitigation and compensation

measures wherever possible." (p. ii)

The terms of reference specified that:

" In the analysis of land capabilitiy, the consultant
is to use classifications which are acceptable to the
government agencies concerned."

CLI and derivative information was no doubt used, partially to fulfill
this requirement.

Example 3:

Sigma Resource Consultants Ltd. report to Land Division, B.C. Hydro

and Power Authority, entitled Arrow Reservoir Region Regional

Resource Study, 1975 (*35), is an excellent example of the use of

CLI data derivatives, as a base for policy decision making. All

CLI sectors are used and referenced throughout the report. (Unfortunately,

only a limited number of these reports were printed and a copy is not

available to forward as sample material).
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In general, direct use of CLI in legislation itself is seldom evident.
However, in the course of implementing natural resource management and

planning legislation, indirect.use. of every CLI. sector is wide-spread'~

The extensive use and impact relates directly to policies,
regulations, procedures, bylaws and land use plans.

There is evidence that provincial resource agencies tend to use other
sectors'nventory information more often than the discipline most

closely associated with their own agency. For example, Ministry of

Forests uses internal data on forest land capability, productivity,
etc. but makes extensive use for planning purposes of CLI recreation,
wildlife and agriculture inventory information.

Most commonly, because of scale, CLI information is used at the broad

overview level, for general policy formulation, although several

derivative classification systems and larger scale mapping to accompany

planning scales of 1:10,000 and 1:20,000 have emerged in recent years.

In terms of frequency and importance, the most significant users of

CLI include the Agricultural Land Commission, B.C. Assessment

Authority, Regional Districts under the Municipal Act and Ministry of

Forests. We found that one interview or reference source led to

another user direction and yet another, so that it became impossible to

completely cover all leads.

pneaspect of the CLI program which has had a significant impact—

almost on its own merits — is the soils/landform-biophysical information

that was collected as a prerequisite to applying some of the capability
ratings. Demand for this information, particularly at larger scales,
for planning pur poses has accelerated in recent years. The benefit is
an increasingly better understanding of the lands inherent characteristi cs

and a resulting new approach to land use planning.

* see Table 6.
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In summary, quite apart of use of the data itself, the Canada Land

Inventory has functioned as a catalyst, and the experience gained

provincially by resource management and planning agencies has had

lasting effects in a .number of areas, including improved land

inventory procedures resource agency administrator awareness of

land characteristics and capabilities, as well as the direct use

in formulating policies, plans, regulations, procedures and bylaws.
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Tabl e 6: ESTIMATED FREQUENCY, SCOPE AND SIGNIFICANCE OF USE OF CLI INFORMATION IN LAND USE PLANNING

AND NATURAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT IN BRITISH COLUMBIA

USER GROUP OR AGENCY

E.L.U.Comuittee
E.L.U.C. Secretariat
E.L.U.Technical Comnittee
B.C.L. Resources Steering Comnittee

CLI Agriculture Cap.
)

CLI Forestry Cap.

I

CLI Recreation Cap. CLI Wildlife Cap. Soils/Biophysical

Agricultural Land Comaission

B.C. Assessment Authority

Select Standing Coma. on Agriculture XA%%3

B.C. Ministry of Agriculture B Food

B.C.Min. of Municipal Affairs

Islands Trust

Regional Districts, Municipalities

B.C. Min. of Lands, Parks 5 Housing

B.C. Ministry of Environment

Min. of Energy, Mines 5 Pet. Res.

B.C. Ministry of Forests

Consultants, Corporations

Frequency (number of instances
of use)

Never

Seldom

Sometimes

Of ten

HIGHLY VARIABLE, DEPENDING ON PURPOSE

I

Scope (overview vs. site specific
plus range of use)

None

Site Specific (narrow range)

Overview (narrow range)

Combination (wide range of use)

D
Significance (importance
or relative value of use)

Insignificant

Minor Significance
Moderate Significance

Highly Significant

indirectly stimutated by CLI, urith subsequent expanded usage
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Appendix I — List of Legislation Where Evidence Shows Indirect
Use of CLI Information in Administration.

The following is specific legislation where administration has

led to the use of CLI information through policies, regulations,

procedures, bylaws or land use plans.
Provincial:

Environment and Land Use Act

Water Act

Lands Act

Forest Act

Range Act

Wildlife Act

Agricultural Land Commission Act

Soil Conservation Act

B.C. Hydro 5 Power Authority Act

Municipal Act

Park Act

Highways Act

Energy Act

Mines Regulation Act

Pollution Control Act

Assessment Act

Pipelines Act

Heritage Conservation Act

Regional Parks Act

Ecological Reserves Act

Health Act

Creston Valley Wildlife Management Area Act

Islands Trust Act

Placer Mining Act

Real Estate Act

Highways Act

Federal:

Atomic Energy Control Act

Fisheries Act

Migratory Birds Convention Act

Canada Wildlife Act

Indian Act

Railway Act
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The Use and Impact of CLI Information Related to B.C.'s Natural
Resource Management and Planning Activities

Appendix II — Sample Reference Naterial Illustrating Use of CLI
Information (Legislation, Regulations, Policies,
Procedures, Bylaws and Plans)
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